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From complexity to universality: 
Off-equilibrium scaling and search for 

QCD critical point
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1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Physics background: The QCD phase diagram

The study of strongly interacting matter is one of the key missions of the US nuclear physics
program as articulated in the 2007 Long Range Plan. Experiments at RHIC and recently also at
the LHC have revealed several interesting and unexpected properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma
(QGP), most prominently its near perfect fluidity. The QGP created at LHC and top RHIC
energies consists of almost as much antimatter as matter characterized by the nearly vanishing
baryon number chemical potential µ

B

[1]. Lattice calculations [2, 3] show that QCD predicts
that under these condition the transition from the QGP to a hadron gas occurs smoothly as a
function of decreasing temperature, with many thermodynamic properties changing dramatically
but continuously within a narrow temperature range around the transition temperature T

c

=
154 ± 9MeV [4, 5, 3, 6]. This transition is referred to as the crossover region of the phase
diagram of QCD, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A sketch illustrating the experimental and the-
oretical exploration of the QCD phase diagram. Although
the matter produced in collisions at the highest ener-
gies and smallest baryon chemical potentials is known to
change from QGP to a hadron gas through a smooth
crossover, lower energy collisions can access higher baryon
chemical potentials where a first order phase transition line
is thought to exist. The reach of the BES-II program com-
ing at RHIC is shown, as are the trajectories on the phase
diagram followed by the cooling droplets of QGP produced
in collisions with varying energy. The present reach of lat-
tice QCD calculations is illustrated by the yellow band.

In contrast, quark-gluon plasma
at large baryon number chemical po-
tential may experience a sharp first
order phase transition as it cools,
with bubbles of quark-gluon plasma
and bubbles of hadrons coexisting at
a well-defined co-existence temper-
ature, similar to bubbles of steam
and liquid water coexisting in a boil-
ing water. This co-existence region
ends in a critical point, where the
baryon number chemical potential is
just large enough to instigate a first
order phase transition. It is not yet
known whether QCD has a critical
point [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], nor where in
its phase diagram it might lie. Model
calculations typically predict the ex-
istence of a critical point, but do not
constrain its location. Model inde-
pendent lattice QCD calculations, on
the other hand, become more dif-
ficult with increasing µ

B

and, thus
do not yet provide definitive answers
about the existence of a Critical
Point. However, new methods intro-
duced within the past decade have provided some hints [8, 10, 12]. While these theoretical
calculations are advancing through both new techniques and advances in computing, at present
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(PRL, Editors’ suggestion, 16’)
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• Beam energy scan program: explore QCD phase diagram.

• Key question : what do we expect to see 
experimentally?
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Thermodynamics (equilibrium)

3d Ising model QCD critical point

M a g n e t i z a t i o n 
(critical mode) σ

A mixture of baryon density nB , 
energy density ε  and chiral 
condensate. 

(Berges, Rajagopal, 98) 

• Correlation length ξ of the critical mode σ grows.

• Fluctuations: sensitive to the growth of  ξ.       κn ~ <(𝛿σ)n >

• Non-Gaussian fluctuations: universal 
pattern in sign.

Decreasing 

freeze-out

Observables:
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(Son, Stephanov, 2008) 

• Off-equil. Gaussian cumulants : 

• Off-equil. Gaussian and non-Gaussian cumulants.

(S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan and YY, 15’) 

• Critical mode is off-equilibrium !

Berdinkov-Rajagopal, 99’
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• “Sign puzzle” of skewness:

Time evolution of cumulants (memory)

Critical slowing down.
Mukherjee-Venugopalan-Yin
dP

d⌧
= F [P ]

+
dn

d⌧
= L[n,n�1, . . .]
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(Lijia Jiang, Pengfei Li, 
and Huichao Song, 16’ ) 

non-equilibrium

  

Decreasing √s

freeze-out

(S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan and YY, PRC, 2015) 
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T

Equilibrium

D e c r e a s i n g 

freeze-out

Equilibrium=Forgetting;  Off-equil.=Memory .



• Evolution depends on many non-
universal inputs:

• mapping, location of critical point, 
width of critical regime.  

• Trajectories in phase diagram..

• relaxation rate and expansion 
rate.

• The non-equilibrium cumulants look 
complicated. 

Memory implies complexity!
“

”



• Questions after QM 15: is universality lost in complexity ?

• Is there a simple way to understand what has been 
“memorized”?

• Answers to those questions are connected by: 

                       Kibble-Zurek dynamics
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Topological defects in cosmological phase transitions. (T.W. 
Kibble, Physics Reports 67, 183 (1980) )

Generalized to vortex generation in superfluids. ( W. H. Zurek, 
“Cosmological experiments in superfluid helium?”, Nature 317, 
505 (1985) )

Kibble-Zurek dynamics in a “little bang”?
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• Critical slowing down: relaxation time grows and becomes 
shorter than the expansion (“quench”) time. 

• Kibble-Zurek dynamics:           
Quench (expansion) time = Relaxation time                               
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• The correlation length is frozen at the value when:

Magnitude (1980s). 

τKZ                              Time evolution (2010s).

arXiv:1310.1600	



• Rescale Gaussian cumulants by (lkz)2.         

• Scaling with length is not enough!

• A step forward:  rescale time by τkz ! 

An illustrative example: non-equilibrium evolution of 
correlation length (Berdnikov-Rajagopal model revisited). 

(τ-τc)/τc (τ-τc)/τc
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• Off-equilibrium scaling function !

(   : non-universal inputs)

(τ-τc)/τKZ
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New physics in an old paper!

“you can hide but you can not 
run.”



Difficulties when applied to heavy-ion collisions:

• Extending scaling hypothesis for non-Gaussian 
cumulants. ✔

• Applying non-equilibrium scaling for trajectories 
away from the critical point. ✔

S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan and YY, PRL, 
Editors’ suggestion, 16’
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• Non-Gaussian cumulants depends 
on ξ and θ.  

θ<0

θ>0

• Additional non-equilibrium scaling variable: 
(“memory of sign”):  θKZ = θ(τKZ)

• Generalized scaling hypothesis:
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κn(τ;Γ)  ~ (lKZ(Γ))# fn (τ/τKZ ; θ(τKZ))



• Ask the key question “what do 
we expect to see” in a simplified 
set-up. 

• Selecting evolutions with same 
θKZ .

• Expectation: rescaled evolutions 
are independent of trajectories. 
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• Universality regained !
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S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan 
and YY, PRL, Editors’ suggestion, 
16’
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Search for KZ scaling in experiment data:

(lKZ, τKZ, )

(√s, b, η, …)

(μ(τ), T(τ))

hydro-simulation

expansion rate = 
Relaxation rate                              

scale data/(lKZ)# 

Similar τf/τKZ , θKZ  ,  similar signal : 
criticality and universality !

1/τKZ

ΓQ

ΓRel

(Tc -T)/Tc

μ

T
(Chun Shen, S. Mukherjee, B. Schenke, R.  Venugopalan and YY, in progress)
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Before: no interplay between critical mode and hydro.

Now and then: an effective theory for critical dynamics (that 
will be simulated and will be compared with the data )

hydro

hydro+slow mode

hydro+kinetic equation

1/lmic1/ξ1/cstξ

1/tξ

cs/ξ

1/tmic

(M. Stephanov, YY, to be posted; D. Teaney, F.  Yan, Y. 
A. Akamatsu, YY, in progress; ...). 



Equilibrium, 11’ non-equilibrium, 15’ Scaling, 16’

T

(Stephanov, PRL, 11’) (Mukherjee,  
Venugopalan and YY, 
PRC, 15’) 

(Mukherjee,  
Venugopalan and YY, 
PRL,  Editors’ 
suggestion, 16’) 

A shift in paradigm on what do we expect to see

From carton to a quantitive description 
is under way. 



Back-up slides
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Evolution of critical mode

• Critical mode receives “random kicks” from thermalized 
non-critical modes  =>  Generalized Langevin equation 
(Halperin-Hohenberg, 77’).

• Averaging out the noise => A set of novel evolution 
equations for cumulants (S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan 
and YY, 1506.00645, PRC).

(S. Mukherjee,  R. Venugopalan and YY, PRC, 
2015) 
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Consider a trajectory passing the critical point. 

3d Ising model (r,h)
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The study of off-equilibrium scaling function is a new frontier in 
condensed matter community — new physics in an old paper!
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